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What originally made you interested in reading/watching/playing this media? How
did you hear about it or come across it? 

Just recommended from a friend, so I tried it. I have seen it a few times off of social media
too and I ended up trying it and loving it.

Is it part of a series? If so, what series is it?  

No sadly its only one game.

What is this media about? Make sure to give enough interesting details without
spoiling too much! 

Without any story in this game, the concept behind it is Soccer, but with cars, aka Soccar,
which is a funny name. With the game lasting about 5 minutes with extra times from
countdowns, goals, and things such like this, you can play 1v1, 2v2, 3v3, and 4v4. You can
also decide between playing ranked and unranked. The difference is in one you get a
ranking matching with others making it more fun.

Who are the main characters? What makes them interesting or unique?   

No characters just cars.



What type of person might enjoy this media? For example, this book is for someone
who likes Percy Jackson, someone who enjoys getting scared, someone who likes a
challenge, etc. 

People who like sports, soccer to be specific. People who like a challenge, and even
people who like cars. It really brings a lot of people to the table with it being a soccer
based very challenging cars game. It really can invite anyone to play the game and try it.

Did you like this media? Would you recommend it to others? Why or why not?  

I love it. I was very unsure at first, but I ended up liking it to be honest. My friends play it, I
think the challenge is very fun, the competition is there, and learning the game more and
more makes it very thrilling and interesting. I’m not even the hugest soccer fan and I very
much enjoy the game.

Do you like the cover? Does it convey what the media is about?   

The cover sums it all up: from the car, to the car hitting a ball with a goal behind it, it’s very
easy to make the safe assumption that it’s soccer based with cars or along those lines.

Do you have any last thoughts about this media that you would like to include in
your review? 

Very fun to play with friends without a doubt. It’s a skill based game but also IQ based at
the same time, you can lack one and have the other and succeed at the game still. The
game is very very similar to soccer and, being not the biggest fan of soccer, I still enjoy the
game.

Does this media remind you of anything else you’ve read/watched/played? 

Soccer, to be honest. Its the same concept just with cars rather than people. I really see
the similarity, its about on point with some of the games, but tweaked of course because
its with cars instead of men.


